Changing the mind? Not really — activity and connectivity in the caudate correlates with changes of choice by Ito, Takehito et al.









Supplementary Figure S1. Gaze manipulation effectively modulated face preference decision.



(A) Gaze manipulation used during the exposure phase in the main experiment (same as Figure 2).  (B) Ineffective version used in No Gaze Shift condition.  (C) The comparison of change ratio indicated that the Main Manip. group (Face Preference group with effective Gaze Manipulation) exhibited the highest ratio among the 3 groups, and the differences with other 2 groups, No Gaze Shift group (Face Preference group with ineffective Gaza Manipulation) and Roundness group (Face Roundness group with effective Gaze Manipulation), were statistically significant. Error bars indicate SEM * p < 0.001.


Supplementary Figure S2. Results of the ROI analysis in the Firm Choice trials.



To examine the robustness of the ROI analysis, we extracted the spherical ROIs with several different radii.  The Initial (A) and Final (B) choice phase trials were analyzed separately.  Results indicated that the statistical differences between the final chosen vs. the unchosen faces were robust in both cycles.  The horizontal axis indicates the radius of spherical ROIs.  The centers of ROI were defined by the peak voxels.  To define the activated regions, a statistical threshold of p < 0.005 (uncorrected) was used.  Black and white bars indicate the final choice or the other face, respectively.  The value of bar graphs refers to the average, and the error bars indicate SEM **** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.005, ** p < 0.01, * p <0.05.



Supplementary Figure S3. Results of the ROI analysis in the Changed Choice trials.



To examine the robustness of the ROI analysis, we extracted the spherical ROIs with several different radii.  The Initial (A) and Final (B) choice phase trials were analyzed separately.  Results indicated that the statistical differences between the final chosen vs. the unchosen faces were robust in both cycles.  The horizontal axis indicates the radius of spherical ROIs.  The centers of ROI were defined by the peak voxels.  To define the activated regions, a statistical threshold of p < 0.005 (uncorrected) was used. Black and white bars indicate the final choice or the other face, respectively.  The value of bar graphs refers to the average, and the error bars indicate SEM **** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.005, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.








Supplementary Figure S4. Transitions from the middle to the anterior caudate reflect firm preference choice.


	Axial slices show the activated regions of the caudate from the anterior to the posterior regions at the “opening cycle” in both the Firm choice (blue) and the Changed choice (red) trials.  The activities detected in the middle regions in the Initial choice phase (A) were transferred to the anterior regions in the Final choice phase (B).  These activated regions in the Firm choice and the Changed choice trials were overlapped and, thus, pooled. A statistical threshold of p < 0.005 was used. 
Supplementary Figure S5. Significant activity contrasts at successive timepoints.

(A) Firm Choice and (B) Changed Choice trials were analyzed separately.  White arrows indicate the peak voxels in the DLPFC, and arrowheads indicate the ACC.  The contrasts between final chosen vs. unchosen faces were used in the Firm Choice trials, but the contrasts between unchosen vs. final chosen faces were used in the Changed Choice trials.  To define the activated regions, a statistical threshold of p < 0.005 (uncorrected) was used.



Supplementary Table S1. Main effects during the Opening cycle in the Firm choice trials.


The results showed the contrast between Final chosen and unchosen faces of the Main Manip. group.  Analyses were thresholded at p < 0.005 and an extent threshold of 20-voxel cluster size.  BA, Broadmann area.


Supplementary Table S2. Main effects during the Response cycle in the Firm choice trials.


The results show the contrast between Final chosen and unchosen faces of the Main Manip. group.  Analyses were thresholded at p < 0.005 and an extent threshold of 20-voxel cluster size.  BA means Broadmann area.



Supplementary Table S3. Main effects during the Opening cycle in the Changed choice trials.


The results show the contrast between Final chosen vs. unchosen faces of the Main Manip. group.  Analyses were thresholded at p < 0.005 and an extent threshold of 20-voxel cluster size.  BA means Broadmann area.



Supplementary Table S4. Main effects during the Response cycle in the Changed choice trials.


The results show the contrast between Final chosen vs. unchosen faces of the Main Manip. group.  Analyses were thresholded at p < 0.005 and an extent threshold of 20-voxel cluster size.  BA means Broadmann area.














